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Comparative Cogn ition of
Identity

Juan D. Delius
Allgemeine Psych%gie, Universitat Konstanz, Germany

A generalised ability to recognise the identity and hence also the non-identity (or
oddity) characterising pairs of stimuli is essential for many cognitive operations.
It is established that the necessary same-different distinctions must neurally be
based on relative assessments of sameness. The criteria by which a concept-like
application of identity-oddity discrimination can be empirically demonstrated are
stated. The experimental evidence on whether pigeons and more generally birds
can command this twin concept is reviewed. It is shown that the only weak evidence
yielded by earlier studies is ascribable to procedural defects underestimating the
by-rote memory capacities of pigeons. The employment of an increased number
of training stimuli enhances the transfer of the matching-non-matching distinction
to novel stimuli. The conceptualisation is in fact best demonstrated when the task
is turned into a straight stimulus familiarity-novelty discrimination. Based on this
insigqt, it is argued that the competence for identity-oddity discrimination of birds
and mammals (including humans) may be derived from a very basal,
phylogenetically primitive stimulus-specific habituation mechanism controlling the
orienting response and alternative specific responses.

INTRODUCTION
The question whether animals are able to command the abstract twin concept of
identity and oddity is among the earliest to be experimentally investigated by
comparative psychologists interested in exploring the phylogenetic origins of
cognition. That is not surprising. as the capacity of detecting equality or
inequality relations among events of variegated nature must be considered an
essential prerequisite for several forms of reasoning. Indeed. it is a competence
that at least since Aristotle has been assumed to be virtually universal among
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human adults and which more recent research has demonstrated to be a secure
part of the cognitive repertoire of preschool children and even perhaps of
newborn babies. As early as 1923, Khots, guided by the intuition that a
same-different conceptualisation might be a biologically rooted trait, attempted
to demonstrate that it was also within the potential of our nearest relatives, the
chimpanzees. While his own results were not conclusive enough, he initiated a
research tradition that by now has incontrovertibly shown that not only ape but
also monkey species are capable of generalised same-different discriminations.
Many experiments have demonstrated that non-human primates can be trained
to behave differentially towards stimulus pairs consisting of either identical or
different stimuli and can reliably transfer this mode of responding to novel pairs
of stimuli. But this competence clearly also extends to several additional less
advanced, mammalian species, and may actually be typical of many, if not all,
mammals (Roitblat & Fersen, 1992). This chapter, however, will not pursue this
latter proposition but will go one further evolutionary stage back, and consider
the controversial issue of whether birds and more especially pigeons can
command the abstract concepts of same and different. It may seem surprising
how much effort has gone into this problem, but this has to do with the fact that
an operationalisation would facilitate the investigation of several other cognitive
feats pigeons are suspected to be capable of. This research serves well for an
exemplary illustration of the issues that presently occupy comparative
cognitivists. However, before reviewing the evidence, it is necessary to examine
how the identity-oddity concept is defined. As so often, part of the disagreement
is less about the empirical findings than about the precise meaning of the words
used to summarise the facts.

DEFINITIONS
Strictly speaking, two objects or events can never be the same, because to make
up a pair they must occur at different locations and/or at different times and
thus differ in at least one or both of these attributes . Even more so, two separate
percepts of purportedly identical stimuli are highly unlikely ever to be absolutely
equal due to the unevenness, noisiness and historicity of sensory systems. In
other words, any two afferent signals on which central comparison mechanisms
have to operate will always differ by degrees. Whenever memorised representations intervene to bridge temporal gaps, this inherent difference can be
expected to be exaggerated due to the inevitable imperfections of storage. Any
decision expressed in dichotomous behaviour will thus always be based on a
relative likeness/unlikeness, to which some threshold criterion-however setmust be applied. A recently proposed, formal model of the choice mechanisms
thought to operate during identity-oddity discrimination tasks makes this fact
very patent by borrowing heavily from statistical signal detection theory
(Wright, 1990).

A further problem concerns the question of which facts should be ~dmit.ted
as evidence demonstrating that an organism commands a concept of Identity ,
implying at the same time that it dominates a concept of oddity. Babies, for
instance, direct their gaze less persistently at a visual stimulus ~hey have se~n
shortly before than at a stimulus that they have not previou~ly viewed. That IS,
they respond differently when recognising a stimulus as being the same as one
recently seen than when recognising it as being differe~t from any seen bef~re.
They thus seem capable of applying an abstract same-dlfferent ~ule to a van~ty
of stimuli in a generalised manner. Since an analogous stimulus-specific
habituation of novelty-induced orienting or arousal responses is commonly
found in many animals including even lower invertebrate species (Peeke &
Herz, 1973), it can be concluded accordingly that the competence for
..
identity-oddity detection is a phylogenetically ancient trait.
.
However, this kind of implicit, passive detection of like-:-unlike relatIOns IS
not considered sufficiently elaborate to merit the label of concept. A more
explicit, active detection of identity-oddity relations is demanded b~ co~nit~ve
psychologists. It implies the operation of a unitary comparison operatIOn IS.SUlng
a variable signalling either equality or inequality regardless of the particular
qualities of the stimuli. These signals in turn s,hould in.principle be linkable by
suitable instruction or conditioning to any arbitrary pair of responses. Whether
such an explicit mechanism can easily be distinguished from the more implicit
one will occupy us later.

PROCEDURES
How can one proceed to show that an animal has command over ~he conc~pt of
identity-oddity in the sense just specified? We sketch t~o baSIC . par~dlgms,
variants of which have been routinely employed in expenments With pigeons,
but which also embody the principles underlying procedures used with oth~r
animals. The so-called simultaneous paradigm is described first. A certain
number of v·isual stimuli are arranged into different triplets such that of two
lateral comparison stimuli, one is identical with, and the other is d~fferent from,
the middle sample stimulus. The triplets are displayed one at a time, on three
pecking-keys of a conditioning chamber. A give~ subje.ct is .either consistently
rewarded for responding to the identical companson stimuli and not reward~d
for responding to the differing comparison or the converse ..The forme~ task IS
called a matching or identity task, the latter a non-matching or oddity task
(Fig. 2.1).
.
.
The so-called successive method involves arrangmg a certam number of
stimuli into different pairs such that half ofthe pairs consist oftwo identic~l stimuli
and the other half of two different stimuli. These pairs are presented at mtervals
in a random order on the single key of a conditioning chamber. Of a given pair,
one stimulus is shown first as the sample, the other stimulus following as the
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matching or non-matching perfonnance with a new set of stimuli. If in possession
of the conceptual rule the task-continuing subjects should show transfer or at
least learn quickly, and the task-switching subjects should show counter-transfer
and learn more slowly. Some modifications of these testing procedures are
mentioned later.

EARLY FINDINGS

FIG. 2.1 Two illustrative trials of the simultaneous matching-to-sample procedui~. (Top) Correct
choice rewarded with grain; (bottom) incorrect choice punished with darkness (modified from
Lombardietal.,1986).

comparison. For the matching task, pecks to the comparisons identical to the
samples are rewarded, while pecks to comparisons differing from the samples
are punished by postponing the presentation of the next stimulus pair. The nonmatching task naturally involves the inverse response-reward relations. Various
modifications of these basic paradigms are discussed later.
Given enough training, pigeons will mostly learn either task with any of the two
methods. That by itself is obviously not sufficient to conclude that their
discriminative responding is based upon the application of a same-different
concept. Perfonnance on the training set stimuli could be based on a mere by-rote
learning of the correct responses to the various pair or triplet configurations, or on
learning to choose certain comparison stimuli given particular sample stimuli
(Carter & Werner, 1978). The demonstration of a transfer of discrimination to novel
pairs or triplets constructed from a set of new stimuli is necessary. Evidence for
such transfer is sought with one of two related methods. One test consists in simply
presenting combinations of new stimuli and assessing whether the subjects choose
correctly at above chance levels first time round, that is before they have the
opportunity to learn anything specific about the new material and while they can
only rely on a conceptual rule, if indeed they acquired it during training.
The other procedure involves a test stage comparing how different subjects
previously trained on either matching or non-matching, alternatively acquire

Reviews of earlier research on the pigeon's same-different discrimination
behaviour came to varying conclusions about whether these birds can learn the
relational concept (e.g. Mackintosh, 1983; Macphail, 1982). Several of the
experiments suffer from shortcomings that make definitive statements difficult.
We therefore tum directly to more recent evidence beginning with an experiment
from our own laboratory. It was principally concerned with the question of
whether pigeons would recognise two differently oriented but otherwise identical
visual stimuli as being the same. Hollard and Delius (1982) trained two groups
of subjects on either the oddity or the matching task using the simtultaneous
method sketched above. They employed 10 white-on-black geometric shapes of
equal area and their mirror images as odd stimuli, all in an initially invariable
0 0 orientation and arranged in 20 different triplets using the simultaneous method.
Several observing pecks to the sample stimulus were required before the
comparison shapes were displayed. Incorrect choices were followed by a
repetition of the same trial until a correct choice occurred. The early training
incorporated individually adapted schedules with respect to the selection and
repetition of triplets in successive sessions as to speed-up acquisition. All pigeons
learned the task to a 90% correct choices criterion within about 1600 trials. They
were then further trained with additional triplets involving some of the above
patterns rotated by either 45, 90, 135 or 1800 on the image plane.
The pigeons were then confronted with 20 triplets based on two new shapes
showing these exclusively in their upright 0 0 orientation as samples, but displaying
them and their mirror images rotated by 0, 45, 90, 135 and 1800 as matching and
odd comparisons. Based on the first presentation of each of these novel triplets
only, the pigeons trained on identity achieved a transfer score of 81 %, those trained
on oddity a score of 73% correct choices. Without being statistically different,
these transfer scores are significantly above the 50% chance level (Hollard &
Delius, 1982; Lombardi, Delius, & Hollard, 1986). After further extensive
matching/oddity training using the same stimulus material except in one particular
respect mentioned below, and following the lesioning of certain brain areas that
de facto turned out to have minimal effects on perfonnance, they were tested for
concept transfer with two further new shapes, again arranged in 20 triplets just
as described above. The identity group achieved 79% and the oddity group 73%
choices correct on the first presentations, both scores being again significantly
above chance level (Delius & Hollard, 1987; Lombardi et aI., 1986; see Fig. 2.2).
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FIG. 2.2 Training and test performance of pigeons in matching (M) and oddity (0) tasks. The
insets show the stimuli employed. (Top) Examples of stimulus triplets (modified from Hollard &
Delius. 1982; Delius & Hollard. 1987).

being of similar style but nevertheless different from the training figures and
another 40 triplets composed of five patterns of very different style. To
minimise actual extinction to these novel triplets, two analogous but different
sets of novel triplets were concurrently reinforced in the normal way. The group
trained on many exemplars achieved 83% and 72% correct transfer, and the
group trained on few examplars 79% and 68% correct transfer, on the novel
similar and dissimilar triplets, respectively, shown exclusively under extinction
conditions.
All these scores are significantly above chance, indicating a sizeable
application of the relational concept. It has been suggested that the transfer
observed may have been due to stimulus generalisation from the training triplets
to the test triplets. To clarify the argument, a hypothetical transfer of performance
from the training triplets UUO and OUU to the testing triplets VVQ and QVV
would obviously not need to involve any explicit same-different concept
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These results seem to establish that both identity- and oddity-trained pigeons
can apply a same-different concept in the sense defined earlier. The possibility
that they simply learned to recognise the mirror reflection characterising the
non-matching stimuli can be exluded, since in an intervening experimental
phase where arbitrarily different shapes replaced the mirror images as odd
stimuli, there was no appreciable decay in performance (Delius, 1985a; Delius
& Hollard, in prep.).
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MORE EVIDENCE
Since the evidence for matching and oddity transfer to new patterns just
described arose in a somewhat incidental manner, Lombardi, Fachinelli and
Delius (1984) conducted a more specifically designed experiment. All pigeons
were trained on the non-matching task using the simultaneous procedure. One
group of pigeons learned with 160 randomly selected stimulus triplets
assembled from 20 different decorative white-on-black patterns. Another group
learned with the exhaustive combinatorial set of 40 triplets based on a selection
of five of the above patterns. The pigeons needed about 2000 trials to achieve
the criterion of 80% correct choices. They were then tested in extinction trials
with triplets assembled from new patterns, 40 triplets composed of five patterns
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FIG. 2.3 Training and transfer performance of pigeons in an oddity-from-sample transfer task.
Insets show the stimuli employed. (Top left) Example stimulus triplet; (top right) examples of
outline and contrast invariance stimu lus constellations mentioned in the text (modified from Lombardi
et a!.. 1984: Lombardi & Delius. 1988. (990) .
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(Roitblat & Fersen, 1992). Such a critique can possibly apply to the first, similar
shape test but not to the second, dissimilar shape test, where the stimuli differed
very markedly from any of the stimuli composing reinforced triplets, so that no
stimullJs generalisation solution is reasonably conceivable (Fig. 2.3; Lombardi
et aI., 1986).
A more valid criticism would have been that the shapes were not all of equal
area and that the pigeons might therefore have simply learned to choose the odd
luminous flux pattern, a simple rule that could yield correct test choices without
the application of a same-different concept. This objection applies to many
same-different experiments, including several on primates and humans. An
exception is the Hollard and Delius study summarised earlier, where the mirror
image odd comparison shapes were of course of the same brightness as the
matching comparison shapes.
Brightness differences are similarly unlikely to have been the basis of the
transfer recorded in the present study. With the primary aim of exploring the
visual invariance capabilities of the pigeon's visual system, Lombardi et al.
pooled their subjects into a single group. They retrained them on the oddity
discrimination to an 80% correct criterion with a selection of 56 triplets
constructed from 20 shapes the birds already had experience of but including
triplets where some of these forms were either all about twice or all about half
the standard size. They were then tested with 40 novel triplets constructed from
five shapes that the pigeons had only experienced in standard size in a previous
extinction test series. These new triplets now had normal-sized sample shapes
and either about half-size or about double-sized comparison shapes, meaning
that in each instance both of the comparisons differed drastically in luminous
flux from the sample shape. Nevertheless, the pigeons continued to yield a nonreinforced significant transfer of73% correct choices under extinction conditions
(Lombardi & Delius, 1990).
Similarly, in a later experiment after further training, the same pigeons were
confronted with 40 triplets constructed from five figures such that the sample
was shown in normal contrast (white on black) but the comparison shapes were
presented in reverse contrast (black on white). During the test trials, choices were
again not reinforced. Despite the drastically altered brightness relations between
the sample and comparison stimuli, the transfer performance also amounted to
a significant 77% choices correct. Even better results (93% correct) were obtained
in another test where the samples were full shapes but the comparison stimuli
were merely outline shapes (Fig. 2.3; Lombardi & Delius, 1988). It should be
noted that in these tests the pigeons had to choose the most different of two
comparison stimuli that in fact were both different from the sample. That is, they
were expressly required to switch from a nominally absolute to an expressly
relative identity-oddity concept application.

FINAL PROOF
Based on their results, Lombardi et al. suggested that the relative lack of evidence
of same-different discrimination transfer to novel stimuli in many of the earlier
studies might have been due to the use of too few training stimuli. This would
have invited the pigeons to respond to them in a by-rote fashion on the one hand,
and made them particularly sensitive to the novelty of the transfer test stimuli on
the other. The first factor would tend to inhibit any concept learning and the second
would tend to degrade accurate responding to the transfer stimuli. This view was
also supported by the results of an experiment by Santiago and Wright (1984),
primarily intended to study short-term memory. They trained pigeons on a
successive matching-oddity test employing no less than 510 different colour
slides depicting different scenes and objects. They were projected in pairs, one
picture above the other on a small screen, simultaneously at first and in succession
later during the experiment. Half of the pairs presented were composed of identical
slides, the others of different slides. When shown the identical pairs, the pigeons
had to choose one key to get a reward of grain, and when presented with odd pairs
another key. If they chose the wrong key, they were punished with a period of
darkness. The subjects reached the criterion of 80% correct after about 12 000
trials. A test with 50 identical pairs and 50 odd pairs constituted from 150 slides
new to the pigeons yielded a highly significant 71 % correct transfer score.
Wright et al. (1988) pursued the same theme further by training pigeons on a
matching-to-sample task with a simultaneous procedure implemented on a
computer monitor equipped with a touch screen. The apparatus allowed a nonrepeating presentation of triplets randomly assembled from 152 different
complex colour pictures. N stimuli enable M = 2N*(N- l) different combinations
including right and left odd comparison versions, meaning almost 46 000 possible
different triplets in this instance. Note, however, that the great variety is mainly
due to the odd pairing component of the triplets as there naturally are just 2N
different identical stimulus pairings, here only 304. The pigeons needed about
6500 trials to reach the 80% correct criterion. A final test with 20 triplets
involving a once-only presentation of 40 novel pictures yielded a highly
significant 80% correct transfer score, not differing significantly from the
performance on the training stimuli. Pigeons trained on only four triplets based
on two figures reached criterion in about 1200 trials and yielded only a chance
accuracy of 55% choices correct during the same test.
These results prove that pigeons can command the concept of same-different.
The failure of many earlier experiments can in retrospect be seen as having been
due to not having ensured the right conditions for promoting the application of
the concept, mostly by underestimating the pigeon's remarkable capacity and
propensity to learn by rote (Fersen & Delius, 1989).
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NEW METHODS
It is still the case in the experiment reported above that pigeons were slow to
learn the same-different rule. Some studies suggest that further methodological
improvements may be possible. Wilkie (1983) trained pigeons to match locations
with a successive procedure. For a given trial, one of four keys selected from a
3 x 3 key matrix was briefly illuminated. Shortly afterwards, the same key was
lit, along with another one. The subjects learned to select the comparison location
matching the sample location to an 80% correct level in only about 700 trials.
They showed clear--even if not precisely quantified--evidence of performance
transfer when the remaining five keys were used as the sample and matching
comparison locations.
Edwards, Miller and Zentall (1985) introduced a conditional variant of the
simultaneous method, which makes it possible to train the same pigeons to both
a matching and an oddity task depending on the presence of two different light
levels in the conditioning chamber. Training was with triplets based on just two
shape stimuli and lasted about 2000 trials. Transfer was tested with the
switch/non-switch method, with triplets based onjust two colour stimuli resulting
in weak but significant evidence of transfer, a quite remarkable result considering
the small number of training stimuli used. That the same subject had to respond
to the same triplets according to both identity and oddity is likely to have
promoted rule learning.
A modified simultaneous oddity paradigm such that a sample picture was
displayed on one of six keys and up to five comparison pictures appeared in
succession on the remaining keys, was used by Pisacreta, Gough, Kramer and
Schultz (1989). The pigeons had to peck the only odd picture among the
comparison stimuli. Five different pictures were used to train the pigeons and
they reached an 80% criterion in about 4000 trials. Critical transfer tests with
five new pictures were run after some additional training. Concept use was
judged to be present solely by the comparatively faster acquisition of the new
task, not fully controlling for simple learning-set effects.
In a somewhat preliminary study, Friesel (1988) trained pigeons on either the
identity or the oddity task using an apparatus permitting the automated
presentation of small solid objects. The training triplets were assembled from
52 different objects. As the subjects assigned to the matching group had
previously learned a different discrimination (Deli us, 1992), which interfered
with the new task, they had to undergo preparatory re-eduction. From the instant
that the actual identity-oddity training could be said to have begun, they took
only about 1200 trials to reach the criterion of 80% correct choices. The pigeons
belonging to the oddity group did not need such corrective conditioning and
reached criterion in about only 1000 trials. Tests with 45 objects different from
those used during training and assembled into 30 triplets yielded significant
transfer scores of 68% correct choices in the identity group and 73% correct in

the oddity group. By adapting and combining some of the procedural
modifications described above, it may yet be possible to improve the concept
acquisition speed and transfer level of pigeons beyond that already achieved.

OTHER BIRDS
There is a tendency among behaviourists to consider the cognitive competences
of pigeons as being representative of those of birds in general. From the point
of view of evolutionary biology, that is not a sound assumption. Bird fanciers
have long thought that certain species of the crow and the parrot family are
particularly intelligent. Recent experiments suggest that they indeed excel in their
capacity to apply the same-different rule.
Benjamini (1983) compared ravens (a corvid species) and gulls, employing
the simultaneous procedure as commonly used with primates, stimulus objects
attached to lids covering cups that did or did not contain a reward. He presented
successively 90 different stimulus sextets consisting of five identical unrewarded
objects and one odd reward object assembled from 10 different wooden objects.
When the subjects reached a 90% correct asymptote performance (chance level
1:6, about 17%) after about 700 trials, they were tested with 15 unique trial sextets
assembled from 30 new objects. The ravens achieved a transfer performance of
approximately 85% correct, the gulls only managing about 70% correct choices.
Wilson, Mackintosh and Boakes (1985) compared three corvid species
(jackdaws, jays and rooks) with pigeons in separate experiments of the
simultaneous type using somewhat varying procedures. The subjects were trained
on four triplets involving two stimuli on either the matching or the non-matching
task for between 1400 and 2000 trials to an 80% correct criterion and then tested
for transfer with four triplets based on two novel stimuli with the switching/nonswitching paradigm detailed earlier. While the pigeons, as can be expected from
the use of rather few training exemplars, evinced no differential transfer, the
corvids did so significantly in each case.
Pepperberg (1987) investigated the same-different concept competences of
a language-trained grey parrot. Alex was already acquainted with about 80
different objects and could answer with good accuracy questions about them such
as "What's that?" with, for example, "green wood" and "What shape?" with "five
comer (raw)hide". Same-different training was initiated with a subset of these
objects (rawhide or wood material; triangular or square shape; red, green or blue
colour) by the trainer presenting pairs of them to a collaborator and asking either
"What's same?" or "What's different?", the model having to respond with
"matter", "shape" or "colour" as the case would be, being scolded, or being
praised, and given the objects when answering incorrectly and correctly,
respectively. Alex, however, was given a chance to intervene and answer himself,
being analogously reinforced. He increasingly did so as training proceeded.
When eventually proficient with the task, Alex was tested with pairs of objects
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not used during the same-different training but which were otherwise familiar
to him. He achieved a significant 76% correct responses with them, well above
the conservatively defined 33% chance level. A further test with objects that were
completely new to Alex yielded 85%, the better performance probably reflecting
the increased attention that Alex generally proffers on novel items.

NOVELTY AND ODDITY
Following Wright and co-workers' lead, Macphail and Reilly (1989) modified
the successive oddity task and fully turned it into a novelty-familiarity
discrimination. The experiment involved a large collection of holiday slides, each
stimulus being seen only twice by the pigeons. Responses to them were rewarded
during the first presentation but led to postponement of the next trial during the
second presentation. A discrimination of the order of 79% correct responses was
observed after less than 1000 trials, provided the interval between the first and
second presentations was not longer than 4 sec. Performance decayed with
longer intervals also involving the presentation of intervening stimuli, to about
71 % with 24 sec intervals. A similar decay is generally found in more
conventional delayed matching-to-sample experiments where a time interval is
interposed between the sample and comparison presentations.
Todd and Mackintosh (1990) replicated the experiment using an improved
design excluding certain sequential cues that could have slightly inflated the above
results. However, they used video pictures whose poor resolution might in tum
have impaired discrimination. Nevertheless, after about 2400 trials the pigeons
yielded a familiar- novel discrimination of 75% correct responses when the first
and second presentations of stimuli were separated by the minimum interval of
5 sec. Interestingly, however, performance was somewhat better in tests where
the animals were confronted with the same set of 20 stimuli each day rather than
with completely new pictures, even though a recency rather than familiarity
discrimination was required. In any case, long-term familiarity obviously does
not preclude a relative novelty- familiarity distinction.
That established familiarity-acute novelty can support discriminative
behaviour by itself is suggested by earlier results reported by Delius (1985b).
Pigeons learned to discriminate 100 repeatedly presented visual patterns from
a large number of only once or twice presented and thus novel visual patterns,
where correct responses to the former led merely to the next trial and correct
responses to the latter were food rewarded. After about 2000 trials, the subjects
chose correctly in 84% of the trials when discriminating the familiar stimuli from
the totally novel stimuli and only in 74% of the trials when discriminating them
from the almost novel stimuli. After a retention interval of 3 months, the pigeons
still discriminated the familiar from the quasi-novel stimuli at a 70% level. More
indirect evidence also indicates that pigeons are inclined to categorise visual
stimuli according to their relative novelty- familiarity (Fersen & Delius, 1989).

CONCLUSIONS
Regardless of the fact that other birds may be superior and the possibility that
improved methods may soon yield even stronger evidence, this review marshalls
enough facts to make it certain that pigeons are able to command the concept of
same-different. This conclusion underlines the caveat that negative findings about
cognitive competences of animals should be viewed with some scepticism. In
the present instance, most of the evidence denying the identity-oddity concept
to pigeons must be dismissed in retrospect as being due to the employment of
patently inadequate methods.
In animal cognition, the methods most likely to yield success are those
designed to be closest to the natural context where the cognitive competence of
interest is most likely to yield a fitness advantage for the particular species. In
the case of the same-different concept in pigeons, research has not progressed
along this line of reasoning. Ecological and evolutionary considerations may
nevertheless be the theoretical framework suitable for a placing of some of the
findings . The departure is the suggestion that generalised familiar-novel
discriminations may be the natural antecedent of same-different
conceptualisation. It is the case that even in relatively primitive organisms,
novel stimuli regularly give rise to an unconditioned orienting or startle response.
Familiar stimuli cease to trigger these behaviours because stimulus-specific
habituation intervenes.
It is clear that when an organism capable of learning and memorising is
exposed to a stimulus it can perceive, it is adaptive for it to determine soon whether
it is a stimulus it knows about or a stimulus that is new to it. Given the first
situation, the organism can proceed to respond to the stimulus in a manner
specified by preceding experience. That might be either a habituated disregard,
a conditioned approach or a conditioned avoidance response. Confronted with
novel stimuli, it is adaptive for the organism to react with an unconditioned but
cautious familiarisation behaviour. That of course corresponds to the orienting,
reticence and approach response to novelty so often described in the animal
curiosity and exploration literature. Stimuli may, however, be very familiar and
less familiar and correspondingly almost novel and totally novel. It is on this
relative basis that stimuli often trigger either the familiarity or the familiarisation
responses just sketched. Familiarity implies stimulus recognition, familiarisation
indicates stimulus non-recognition. Recognition is in tum modulated by factors
such as context, repetition, recency, generalisation and interference, adding to
the relativity alluded to.
It is suggested that effective matching-oddity training at least initially attaches
an arbitrary response to the signals signifying either (relative) familiarity or
novelty. The closer the experimental paradigm is to the natural context yielding
familiar-novel distinctions, the better the learning of the conceptual rule. The
unconditional signal transmitting novelty/non-recognition is the most available,
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least constrained one. That may be why pigeons at least are more prepared to
learn the non-matching task, often exhibiting even an initial spontaneous oddity
preference (Carter & Werner, 1978; Wilson et aJ., 1985). The effect is commonly
attributed to the practice of not rewarding responses to the sample stimulus, this
inducing a preference shift towards the odd comparison stimulus. The fact that
pigeons and other animals expected to learn to discriminate between two rather
similar stimuli do so more quickly when having to respond to the stimulus
incorporating an odd detail than when having to respond to the stimulus not
bearing that detail (feature positive effect; Lindenblatt & Delius, 1988), however,
is more in line with the novel signal salience argument offered above.
Also in line with this is that humans are faster at deciding that a given stimulus
is different than at deciding that it is the same as another, provided the stimuli
and/or tasks involved are somewhat complex. That, for example, is mostly the
case when subjects have to decide whether an odd target pattern is present or absent
among an array of several identical patterns. This task, incidentally, is similar to
one in which pigeons seem exceedingly adept in responding to odd stimuli, even
if it has not yet been specifically demonstrated that they do so on the basis of a
generalising relational rule (Blough, 1986). When simple stimuli and/or tasks are
involved though, humans are quicker with identity than with oddity judgements.
This same- faster response pattern is counterintuitive and no equivalent is yet
known from animals. Nevertheless, it may fit along with a few other facts, into
an extrapolation of the model that Sokolov (1975) originally proposed to explain
the habituation ofthe orienting response upon repeated presentations of an initially
novel stimulus. In this model, incoming perceptual information about any and all
stimuli is assumed to branch into two channels . One of them is supposed to
implement the memorisation ofthe various stimuli as a consequence of repetition.
This channel, or rather subdivisions of it in the form of a bank of parallel matched
filters, mediates the recognition of already familiar stimuli and may trigger specific
responses to them. Apart from emitting commands for responses specific to
individual stimuli, it also issues a signal (or several signals) that suppresses the
information flow in the second channel. This latter Ubiquitous, universal channel
otherwise triggers the novelty-induced orienting response.
The suggestion here is that the model also applies to relative familiar- novel
decisions, and by extension to identity-oddity judgements. Conditioned or
instructed oddity triggered responses are thought to attach easily to the
undifferentiated, uncomplicated novelty-orienting output signal, permitting the
oddity task advantage mentioned earlier. Corresponding identity responses, in
contrast, have to link up with the specific, differentiated, distributed recognition
signals. When stimuli and tasks are simple, linkage to one or a few such
recognition signals may be sufficient. Since these signals must be generated
quickly to be able to suppress the potential novelty signal in time, they are bound
to yie ld the same-faster effect alluded to earlier. When, however, the
stimuli/tasks are complicated, several separate recognition signals have to be
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integrated before they can control an adequately general identity response at the
cost of slowing some in comparison to different responses .
Probably some birds and some mammals, but undoubtedly certain primates,
are superior to pigeons with respect to the identity-oddity recognition task
(Roitblat & Fersen, 1992). It must thus be assumed that there are evolutionary
selection pressures capable of taking this competence to a more advanced stage.
Three candidate contexts come to mind. The foraging success of predators is
significantly enhanced by both acute prey oddity detection, that is by going for
slightly aberrant individuals, and by so-called search-image hunting, meaning
searching for prey of the same kind they happen to have found before. Communal
living drastically enhances the biological significance of elaborate judgements
as they apply to the rather abstract sameness or differentness of social partners.
Finally, an instructional communication such as that presumably embodied in
human proto-language plainly demands the codification of the same-different
distinction. Any or all of these factors would have furthered the competence for
the concept of identity-oddity in some species beyond the level attained by
pigeons. This necessarily would add sophistication to the basal mechanism
suggested earlier.
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